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“A Wide range of conditions may be associated with coma or

impaired consciousness , apart from acute brain damage due to

traumatic , vascular, or infective lesions, there are embolic disorders such as hepatic renal failure , hypoglycaemia, or diabetic
ketosis and also drug overdose” [1].

According to Fischer and Mathieson GCS has been the gold stan-

dard in assessment of truma patients neurologically since it was
inception [3]. As we know items of Gcs are 3 responses to assess in
15 points showed in Figure 1.

This is how Teasdale introduced his paper about Glasgow

Coma Score and explained why we need this clinical scale, In 1974

the Glasgow institute was a world leader in brain injury research,
Doctor Jennett and Mr Teasdale senior registrar published a pa-

per in Lancet about Assessment of Coma and Consciousness they

proposed a structured method of assessment named as Glasgow

Coma Scale (GCS). 40 years on Graham led a project to understand
it, its successes and its shortcomings.

Back in time and during World War II the Medical Research

Council in Britain issued a glossary of psychological terms com-

monly used in cases of head injury named MRC glossary, Unfortunately these were not easily defined, which did show no evidence
that the terms of the MRC glossary had been adopted [2].

Although there was existing systems before this scale and this

was mentioned by Teasadale in his paper but from this time till

now after a lot of multicentric clinical trials still it’s the best realiable tool to unite our vision about management of patients.

The aim of this scale was is to use simple terms that could be

readily understood by a wide range of observers, including doc-

Figure 1: Glasgow Coma Scale.
So why they have chosen these 3 items to assess?

No clear answer for this but its mostly because it represents

tors, nurses and medical caregivers. Repeated observations of the

integration of brain circuits which are responsible for arousal, res-

recovery or of complications and prognosis, use of sedation and

Motor response represents a big part of GCS its response detai-

coma scale displayed on a bedside chart used to monitor the im-

provement or deterioration in conscious level as an indication of
ventilation can make assessment difficult but the motor score alone is still a good guide to severity.

ponsiveness and communications, a lot of studies done to assess
performance of GCS as in Figure 2.
ls showed in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Sample of studies performed on performance of GCS [4].

Table 3: Comparison between TCD and TEE for large shunt.
Agreement= 59%

K coefficient= 0.20

Figure 3: Motor response of GCS and conditions impair assessments [5].
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There is some conditions that impair assessments included in

the other part of Figure 3.

In 2010 Ana luisa compared a lot of comascales in its paper and

concluded that:

The GCS is using simple parameters to allow less experienced

doctors and other caregivers to do an accurate report of a patient’s

status of consciousness. Nevertheless, it has become a target of di-

fferent criticisms a lot of studies have described its strengths and
weaknesses [6]. Eye opening, is considered to indicate wakeful-

ness, but eye opening does not mean that the content of consci-

ousness is intact like a persistent vegetative state. In fact GCS does

not provide a sufficient number of or suitable tools to cover the
changes in consciousness. Moreover, it is limited to the diagnosis

of coma but does not allow precise distinctions between the other
states of consciousness [6].

Usefulness of inferring a prognosis of GCS is limited, especially

in intermediate scores. Because it lacks precision, Moreover, we
can’t use GCS to assess changes of certain magnitudes in the state
of consciousness [7].

In 2014 Joshua B. Brown., et al. searched for evidence base of

GCs versus motor part of it and concluded that: GCSm score ≤ 5
increases specificity at the expense of sensitivity compared with
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GCS score ≤ 13. When applied within the NTTP, there is no diffe-

rence in discrimination between GCSm and GCS. GCSm score ≤ 5 is
more strongly associated with TCN and better calibrated to predict

TCN. Further study is warranted to explore replacing GCS score ≤
13 with GCSm score ≤ 5 in the NTTP [8].

Although a lot of scales use GCS as main cornerstone for its eva-

luation but still a lot of criticism to this tool although it has been
used for this long time but its still till now no reliable and simple

tool as GCS is available to replace it so we need a lot of multicentre
research to be directed to find us a reliable tool like GCS.
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